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All-new 2018 Jeep® Wrangler 
DESIGN 
 
 

All-new 2018 Jeep® Wrangler’s Modern Approach to an Authentic Design 
with a Focus on Improved Aerodynamics and Open-Air Experience 

 
• Rugged, sculptural design with a wide stance and trapezoidal wheel flares 

• Legendary seven-slot grille updated while staying true to heritage and inspired by Jeep® CJ 
model 

• Robust roofline and muscular fenders create an unmistakably Jeep profile 

• Iconic round headlamps and square tail lamps, both available with LEDs, provide distinctive 
Wrangler character 

• Dozens of different door, top and convenient fold-down windshield combinations allow for 
endless configuration possibilities 

• New half-door design available starting in 2019 

• Two-piece body-color fender flares with a black lower insert to give a raised profile are available 
on Rubicon and standard on Sahara models  

• Wrangler’s most sophisticated interior ever features sculpted forms, signature design elements, 
high-quality materials and state-of-the-art technology 

• All-new available Sky One-Touch powertop is easy to use and strengthens Wrangler’s promise 
of utility and adventure  

• Available removable body-color hardtop contributes to a premium appearance and offers more 
options for open-air driving 

• Every model – Sport, Sahara and Rubicon – offers distinct appearance 

• Packed with popular available features, including an all-new Sky One-Touch powertop, two 
different hardtops, a soft top, heated front seats, heated telescoping/tilting steering wheel, and 
an 8.4-inch Uconnect media center 
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The all-new 2018 Jeep® Wrangler features a sculptural design aesthetic that’s bold and functional, with 
a wide stance and trapezoidal wheel flares. Wrangler’s wide, muscular stance stays true to the original 
design while providing a fresh, modern take on an iconic profile.  
 
“The all-new 2018 Jeep Wrangler is a fresh, bold, and authentic Jeep design that is immediately 
recognizable as the icon of the brand,” said Mark Allen, Head of Jeep Design, FCA – North America. 
“With its rugged stance, muscular body forms and robust proportions, the all-new Wrangler has been 
designed with a deep respect for tradition and a focus on improving the Jeep open-air experience.”  
 
Modern take on authentic Jeep Wrangler design 
The all-new 2018 Jeep Wrangler builds on a sculptural design aesthetic that is immediately 
recognizable as the icon of the brand with its traditional Jeep design cues. The Wrangler’s new exterior 
design is bold and rugged with a wide stance and lowered beltline with bigger windows for better 
outward visibility, especially out on the trails.  
 
A robust roofline and muscular fenders create an unmistakably Jeep profile. Two-piece body-color 
fender flares with a black lower insert give a raised profile, and are standard on Sahara and available 
on Rubicon models.  
 
Jeep’s design team gave the legendary seven-slot grille an updated look that now shows both outer 
grille slats intersecting with the headlights, paying homage to the Jeep CJ. The top of the keystone-
shaped grille has been gently swept back for improved aerodynamics. 
 
The 2018 Jeep Wrangler features a traditional clamshell hood with new distinctive hood latches, while 
the dual-vented Power Dome hood is standard on Rubicon models.  
 
The windshield’s rake has been optimized for improved aerodynamics and features a new four-bolt 
design at the top of the windshield to fold down quickly and easily. All Wrangler models feature a new 
rubber windshield bumper design, which incorporates the footmen’s loop, windshield washer nozzle, 
and hood bumpers into one part. A new header bar now connects the A-pillars and stays in place even 
when the windshield is folded down. This allows the rearview mirror to remain in place with the 
windshield folded. 
 
New lightweight, high-strength aluminum doors combined with door pins that are staggered lengths 
allow for ease of installation and removal. The Torx bit tool size is now stamped directly onto the 
aluminum door hinge to eliminate guessing which tool size is needed to remove the doors. A new half-
door design will be available starting in 2019.  
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A new aluminum and magnesium swing gate gives way to a wider opening, making it easier to load 
bulky objects. A stamped metal information plaque adorns the inside of the swing gate and is 
reminiscent of those on the original Jeep Willys. 
 
The rear license plate holder now sits on the rear bumper to accommodate the spare tire, which has 
been lowered to enhance rearward visibility. An integrated spoiler combined with rounded roof edges 
helps air pass over the vehicle. The rear wiper has also been relocated to the bottom of the glass to 
enhance rearward visibility.  
 
Available LED headlamps and fog lamps on Sahara and Rubicon models offer crisp white lighting and 
add to the Wrangler’s distinctive look. The forward turn signals – standard LEDs on Sahara and 
Rubicon – are positioned on the front of the trapezoid wheel flares, while the daytime running lights now 
form a halo around the outside perimeter of the headlights. From behind, traditional square tail lamps 
feature available LED lighting on Sahara and Rubicon models.  
 
The short front and rear overhangs, and available steel bumpers with removable end caps enables an 
unrivaled approach angle, which helps give Wrangler its legendary capability.  
 
As the only true open-air 4x4 SUV on the market, Wrangler continues to offer a variety of top options, 
including an all-new Sky One-Touch powertop, available on Sahara and Rubicon 4-door models, which 
is easy to use and strengthens Wrangler’s promise of utility and adventure by allowing occupants to 
retract the full-length open canvas roof with a push of a button. The rear quarter windows are 
removable for even more open-air freedom. 
 
An all-new premium Sunrider soft top, available on all Wrangler models, has been improved and 
provides an easy open-air option that quiets road noise. The new soft top relies on clock springs to help 
quickly raise and lower the top.  
 
Wrangler Sahara and Rubicon models share a body-color hardtop option, offering a unique, premium 
appearance, while a black three-piece hardtop, available on all Wrangler models, offers even more 
options for open-air driving. Integrated gutter rails above the doors, and a rear cargo window, enables 
the simple installation of a roof rack system. 
 
Customers have the choice of seven available wheel designs in sizes ranging from 17 to 18 inches. 
 
The new 2018 Jeep Wrangler will have 10 exterior colors from which to choose: Black, Bright White, 
Firecracker Red, Granite Crystal Metallic, Hella Yella, Ocean Blue Metallic, Punk ’n Metallic, Sting-
Gray, Mojito! and Billet Silver Metallic.  
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The classic round headlights, trapezoidal two-piece wheel flares, removable doors, new half doors, 
exposed hinges now with the Torx bit tool number stamped into the hinge, fold-down windshield, 
innovative removable hard and soft tops and an all-new Sky One-Touch powertop allow Wrangler to 
retain the brand’s iconic appearance and function. 
 
With room for five adults, Jeep Wrangler remains the only four-door 4x4 open-air vehicle on the market.  
 
Authentic interior design boasts premium features and technology 
The new 2018 Jeep Wrangler’s interior combines authentic styling, versatility, comfort and intuitive 
feature use. Precision craftsmanship and high-quality materials are found throughout the cabin.  
 
The center console integrates the functional features of the Wrangler, including gear shift selection, 
transfer case and parking brake. The center stack houses climate and volume control knobs, media 
charging and connectivity ports and Engine Stop-Start (ESS) control – all easily within reach of the front 
occupants. Real bolts on the shifter and grab handle celebrate genuine construction methods. The 
grippy Commando over-mold texture wraps the redesigned instrument panel grab handle and the  
8.4-inch Uconnect touchscreen frame.   
 
A push-button starter, featuring a weather-proof surround, makes its debut on the 2018 Wrangler as 
standard equipment, and is easily located within the driver’s reach.  
 
Painted mid-bolster panels compliment the horizontal dashboard layout and features colors and 
finishes dictated by the model choice. Sport models feature Satin Silver panels, while Sahara models 
feature Grillz Silver or an optional premium leather-wrapped dashboard. HVAC vents are surrounded 
by Platinum Chrome plated bezels for a precise and premium appearance. Standard cloth or optional 
leather-contoured seats with contrasting stitching feature adjustable bolster and lumbar support. The 
rear seat’s angle has been improved to optimize rear occupant comfort. The driver and front passenger 
soft-molded door trim panels are soft to the touch and feature lengthened armrests for additional 
comfort.   
 
New Lift-Assist handles under each door armrest feature an integrated pull-cup design that makes door 
removal quicker and easier than ever. Convenience features include passive entry with Keyless Go. 
 
A 7- or available 8.4-inch touchscreen houses the fourth-generation Uconnect system and now sits 
prominently atop the center stack. A 5.0-inch touchscreen is standard on Wrangler Sport. Directly 
below the touchscreen are functional features such as climate and volume control knobs and media 
connectivity ports.  
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The instrument display cluster features a 3.5- or 7-inch thin-film transistor (TFT) information LED 
display. The 7-inch configurable LED display allows the driver to configure displayed information, such 
as current media being played, tire-pressure monitoring, or digital speed readout. Integrated buttons on 
the steering wheel control audio, voice, and speed functions, and allow the driver to keep their hands 
on the wheel. Wrangler Sahara and Rubicon models now feature a telescope/tilt steering wheel 
function. 
 
There are two USB ports up front and two in reach of occupants in the back seat that connect to the 
media center. Standard 12-volt accessory outlets are located throughout the Wrangler, and a 115-volt 
AC outlet is available to power select three-pronged home electronics. 
 
Clever storage solutions are found throughout the 2018 Wrangler, including durable mesh pockets that 
extend the entire length of the doors and numerous phone storage areas. In the rear cargo area, the 
available subwoofer is now located on the right side and an under-floor storage area behind the rear 
seat provides room to secure small items out of sight. The glove box is now damped and like the center 
console, can be locked to safely secure valuables when the top is down. The available all-new Trail Rail 
cargo management system allows easy access to the contents in the cargo area and provides 
additional storage options to organize and secure cargo. 
 
The three available color interior palettes in the new 2018 Jeep Wrangler were inspired by active 
lifestyle adventures around the world.  
 
Mountainous terrain inspired the Wrangler Sport’s interior. The Peak embossed fabric shows off a 
toughness and edge representative to what a Wrangler is. The choice of a Black McKinley or Heritage 
Tan interior with tonal accent stitching is indicative of the adventurous environment that is to come. The 
Platinum Silver mid-bolster, along with the unique Anodized Carbon bezel rings top off Wrangler Sport’s 
interior.  
 
The premium interior found in Wrangler Sahara models features Black McKinley leather, wrapped 
Monaco vinyl and topstitched with Light Tungsten accent stitching, and Platinum Chrome bezels. The 
unique Grillz paint on the mid-bolster sets the tone for the two-tone Heritage Tan and Black McKinley 
leather interior with Light Tungsten stitching. Like the Sport, Sahara models also feature Peak 
embossed fabric that demonstrates a toughness synonymous with Wrangler.  
 
The 2018 Jeep Wrangler Rubicon features an exclusive interior and is available with cloth or leather 
seating.  
 
The Rubicon interior features Maddox fabric cloth seats embossed with a honeycomb pattern and Ruby 
Red accent stitching. Both leather or cloth seats feature an embossed “Rubicon” logo on the seat back 
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and red mesh side storage pockets featured on the bottom of the doors. “Redicial Red” paint on the 
dashboard’s mid-bolster and stitching on the seats, center armrest, door armrests, leather steering 
wheel, shifter sleeves, bezels, and dashboard add a burst of color to the interior. Like the Sahara, 
Rubicon models also feature the eye-catching Platinum Chrome bezels.  
 
 

	


